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 Examples
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Survey error

All survey data collections face a variety of error sources. 

 Measurement errors

 Representation errors

If we ignore survey errors, our results may be biased!



Total Survey Error Framework

(Groves et al. 2009, p.48)



Total Survey Error Framework
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Construct validity

The observational gap between 

constructs and measures, i.e.  the 

extent to which the measure is 

related to an underlying construct



Total Survey Error Framework

(Groves et al. 2009, p.48)

Measurement error

The observational gap between the 

ideal measurement and the 

response obtained. For example:

• misunderstanding

• satisficing

• social desirability



Total Survey Error Framework

(Groves et al. 2009, p.48)

Processing error

The observational gap between the 

variable used in estimation and that 

provided by the respondent.



Total Survey Error Framework
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Coverage error

The nonobservational gap between 

the target population and the 

sampling frame.



Total Survey Error Framework
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Sampling error

The nonobservational gap between 

the sampling frame and the sample, 

including 

• clustering effects

• stratification effects



Total Survey Error Framework

(Groves et al. 2009, p.48)

Nonresponse error

The nonobservational gap between 

the gross sample and the net sample 

(respondent pool).

• item nonresponse

• unit nonresponse



Total Survey Error Framework

(Groves et al. 2009, p.48)

Adjustment error

Postsurvey adjustments are efforts to 

improve the sample estimate in the 

face of coverage, sampling and 

nonresponse errors.



Survey error

All survey data collections face a variety of error sources. 

 Measurement errors

 Representation errors

Our data may

 not be affected by error at all.

 be affected by error but not systematically so. 

 be systematically affected by error 

(relevant subgroups are differentially affected).

Given the large variety of error sources our data not being 

affected is very unlikely.



Cross-national survey error

No problem if

 no country is systematically affected by survey error.

 all countries are affected by survey error in the same way.

A problem if

 countries are differentially affected by systematic survey error.



Cross-national survey error

In addition to within-country error sources comparative 

research has to ensure that 

 concepts measured are comparable across countries.

 Problems when comparing concepts such as the “welfare state”, 

“school systems”, “government”…

 translations are functionally-equivalent across countries.

 Question wording

 Answer scales 



Cross-national survey error

Ensuring comparability of concepts

 National expert teams (of substantive specialists)

Advance translation (dynamic process)

Ensuring functionally equivalent translations

TRAPD and other team approaches (multiple „translators‟)

 Functional explanations (“annotations”, “QbyQs”)

Advance translation (dynamic process)

 MTMM analyses (post-survey, translation and measurement quality)

 (Back translation)



Examples



Coverage error

 Differences in sampling frames across countries:

 Population register

 Household registers (e.g. from electricity companies)

 Electoral register

 Telephone books

 Postal delivery points

 Area samples

 Each sampling frame has its own type of coverage error, 

i.e. only those registered, only citizens, only consumers of a 

certain good, only persons living in private households are 

sampled.

 The scope of interviewer falsification differs across frames.



Unit nonresponse error
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Are large differences in nonresponse 

rates across countries an indication of 

nonresponse bias?
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ESS noncontact rates, rounds 1-3

Symons et al. (2008)

The ability to make contact with a 

sample unit is related to household 

size and employment status!



Measurement error

Schwarz et al. (1985)

“How many hours of television do you watch on an average weekday?”

> 2 ½ hours: 16.2% > 2 ½ hours: 37.5%



Translations

The TRAPD approach

 Translation: 2 independent translations

 Review:  with translators, (survey) specialist, 

project director

 Adjudication: final decision by project director

 Pretest: especially cognitive pretesting

 Documentation: good documentation still rare



Translations

Fluency

“How often do you think that shortage of money stops you 

from doing the things you want to do?”

“Wie oft denken Sie, dass es das fehlende Geld ist, das Sie

davon abhält, die Dinge tun, die Sie tun möchten?“

 The structures of sentences differ across countries, making 

translations difficult.

Behr (2010)



Translations

Markers

 Time: currently,  usually, often

 Qualification: very, much, some, quite

 Scale mid-points: neither nor

 Markers are extremely important to our measurements; 

however, their translation can cause problems of 

comparability.



Editing and data cleaning

SHARE interviewer remarks, wave 3

Remarks per module (wave 2) 
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What to do?



Total Quality Management (TQM)

If the quality of the data collection processes is 

good, the data are likely to be good, too.  Therefore, check

 Measurement processes:

 Viability of concepts and their operationalisation

 Translation procedures and if familiar with the language also 

the translated questionnaire itself

 Item response rates

 Response latencies (time stamps)

 Coding and editing procedures



Total Quality Management (TQM)

 Representativeness of the sample:

 Target population

 Documentation of noncoverage

 Clustering and stratification of the sample (design effects)

 Response rates and processes

 Interviewer effects

 Weighting and imputation procedures

High quality surveys have comprehensive methodological 

reports.



Using paradata in substantive analyses

Paradata are data describing the survey processes.

Examples:

 Time stamps and interview length

 Key strokes (esp. in web surveys)

 Question wording experiments (incl. MTMM experiments)

 Interviewer characteristics

 Interviewer remarks

 Contact data / call record data

 Attrition history (in longitudinal surveys)

 Events data

Including paradata in your analyses may filter out some effects that are mere 

methodological artefacts instead of actual cross-national differences.



Questions?

 blom@survex.org

 www.survex.org


